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Quorn Parish Council Grant Application Policy
Purpose of the Report
To assist the Parish Council in the awarding of Grants to applicants in an ordered and structured fashion so that all 
involved understand the processes, submissions requirements and review criteria for a successful outcome. 
Background
Quorn Parish Council (QPC) over the years has endeavoured to support a variety of activities in the Parish with 
financial help in the form of a grant when there were funds available.
On review, the historic process looks to have been ad hoc, with applications submitted at any time during the year. 
Some regular annual long lead applications were made well in advance of the activity such as the May Day or 
Christmas events while others have appeared somewhat at the last minute.
On reviewing recent years spend patterns the council looks to have had a good track record of making reasonable 
budgetary plans for these activities together with the associated cost and spend planning throughout the following 
financial year. It would therefore be prudent for todays council to incorporate a budgeting and allocation system for 
potential Grant Applications in some similar method. The budget and allocation being influenced by past knowledge of 
successful and unsuccessful applications.

Timescale
Report to be brought to the next F&GPC meeting for discussion. Then moved for discussion between the full QPC.
Recommendations for the Policy
Grants budgeting will be separated into two categories Annual and Unit with budget monies not transferred within the 
current year to ensure that the budget allocation funds are not all taken up early in the year by annual amounts.
Grant monies for historic Annual Events should not be taken as a right because of past allocation by the council. The 
village priorities may change with time, with evolving ideas on new popular events.
All Grant Applications should be issued on the Standard (Annual or Unit) Grant Application Forms and should have 
a Fully Financed Project Plan attached to enable the Council to understand the total event / duration costs together 
with all the expectations / requirements from the Parish Council. The Project Plan details should be proportionate to 
the amount requested and the overall finances of the event / duration together with any expected financial risks that 
may be involved.
Annual Grant Applications should be submitted in the months of November to February [and will be reviewed at F&GP 
Meeting 3 or 4] for the next financial year April to March. Such events are Carol Concert, May Day, Band on the Park, 
Quorn in Bloom, Open Gardens events.
It is expected that Unit Grant Applications should be submitted well in advance of the event as all applications will 
only be reviewed at one of the 4 F&GP meetings in any single year. Late applications could be returned to the 
applicant or as the Council see fit. (discussion on plusses & minuses to this or into Full Council Monthly only)
Within the Application Project Plan (incorporating finances) the applicant must outline how the  grant would enhance / 
assist the people of Quorn; and if including the wider communities, how they would ensure that the villagers would not 
be disproportionately funding an activity that many parish people would attend, but were stopped by the method of 
advertising or allocation of entrance.
With the separation of grant allocations it will enable the village people a chance to have input into the area of choice 
where assistance can be promoted year on year. It is therefore the intention to canvas for future ideas where grants 
could be promoted. In addition this could be raised at each May Annual Parish Meeting.
It is also proposed that there be a review of the application Criteria for Acceptance by the QPC team developing a 
more comprehensive set of criteria to assist in future decision making 
Set of Standard Conditions for all Grants to be taken from larger Societies being compiled by AB and will be submitted 
into the Full Council Meeting

Financial Implications
This paper is proposing that the Parish Budget for Grants is potentially increased.
However the caps to be proposed are:-
The 2021 Annual Grants should be capped at £5000 (Choice of Free Space in the VH & OS and other owned Parish 
spaces only where available when the Grant is issued or leave as hired)
The 2021 Unit Grants should be capped at £4000 (Choice of Free Space in the VH & OS and other owned Parish 
spaces only where available when the Grant is issued or leave as hired)

Risks
As with all Grants there is a risk that they would be inappropriately spent or just wasted. Hopefully the applicants will 
submit clear information with the forms that will reduce the risks to minimal.
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Quorn Parish Council Questionnaire
Areas to be thought about and discussed
Time for the QPC to question & discuss Grant Applications has been limited in 2019-20. It would 
therefore be useful to all on the council to review their general thoughts on the grant approval 
criteria. Below are some questions that should provoke a short discussion to assist on future work in 
this area.
It would be useful if the Parish Council Members would review the past annual listing to score them   
1-5 in preference (1 Minor / 5 Very Positive)
Annual Grants
May Day Celebrations
Band on the Park
Quorn in Bloom
Open Gardens
Carol Concert
Other - Name
If finances are short for any reason - what would you wish to drop?
It would be a prudent exercise to list the preference criteria to gauge a specific grant together with 
how the choices will be issued to the Village people on the May presentation 2021
Unit Grants
What would be an ideal application in ideas & money?
What would be unacceptable?
What element within the application would be essential?
Is there anything that would be seen as squandering?
What would be seen as mean?
What may be seen as harming the village?
Areas where it is seen as unlikely that grants would be forthcoming?
Would you allow a parish resident an area of the park to be used for a personal celebration as a 
Grant?
Noting the annual budget and say £1000 / quarter available how do you see the this distribution 
working in practice?
If the PC cannot assist in monies is there anything else that they can assist with (VH or OS Rooms)
Is there a maximum that the PC is willing to grant? If so what?
Is there an idea for starting off 2021 Meeting Announcement on Grant of say £1000 in the first 
Quarter of 2021? Say some competition in the Village Primary School - linked to learning but spread 
across the Classes with more complex ideas in the older classes to the younger ones?
Are you prepared to give a grant with risks involved or asking for payback of grant?

Comments



Completed forms should be returned to:
Parish Clerk
The Old School
School Lane
Quorn
LE12 8BL

tel : 01509 414491
e: parishclerk@quorndon.com
www.quorndon.com

Application Notes Sheet
Eligibility & Criteria for the Award of Grants
Annual Event Grant Applications ( Such as - May Day Celebrations / Band on the Park / Quorn in Bloom / Open Gardens / Carol 
Concert)

Please ensure that you have collected all the requested information together and submit the paperwork 3 weeks 
prior to either Quarter 3 or 4 of yearly Finance & General Purposes Meetings in the previous year of the event. 
(Christina - is 3 weeks enough lead time for us to be able to bring to the F&GP Meeting?)
Should you not know when these meetings take place please contact the Parish Clerk

Please understand that the Grant application will be processed through the next F&GP Meeting Quarter 3 or 4 and 
then voted on at the following Full Council Monthly Meeting. Thus taking a minimum of 6 weeks (maximum 14 weeks) 
depending on when the submittal is received.
Within the Application Project Plan (incorporating finances) the applicant must outline how the  grant would enhance / 
assist the people of Quorn; and if including the wider communities, how they would ensure that the villagers would 
not be disproportionately funding an activity that many parish people would attend, but were stopped by the method 
of advertising or allocation of entrance.
Within the Overall Plan please incorporate how you have arrived at your budget costings, how you intend to involve 
volunteers / groups and any justification of the grant that is requested.
To prove authenticity - Applications should include: Name of Organisation / Bank Statement (thus showing proof of 
Organisation) / Signatories & their Relationships / Annual Report & Accounts.

-   The amount of the award will be at the discretion of the Parish Council

-   Grants will be awarded to voluntary groups and societies, clubs, not-for-profit organisations, charities operating in 
the Quorn Parish where the benefit will be for the area.

-   Grants will not be awarded to individuals or to regional or national charities unless the monies are to be used for a 
specific project being undertaken within the Quorn area or where there will be obvious benefit to the Parish domain.

-   The purpose for which the grant is being applied for must be in the interest of part or all of the Quorn Parish. It 
must assist some or all of the inhabitants of the Parish as defined by its boundaries. The benefit to the area or 
inhabitants must be commensurate with the expenditure. Should the overall budget requirments exceed the Quorn 
Grant then the application paperwork must outline what other funds and mechanisms will be put in place to ensure 
that the event / use of funds is not lost or wasted.

-   Groups from outside the Parish who can demonstrate direct benefit to the area are eligible to apply. However the 
council will expect to see what finances are being obtained and allocated.

-   The Parish Council will take into account any previous grant made to an organisation or group when considering a 
new application. However the application must be a stand alone application, business case with financial breakdown. 

-   No grant will be awarded to or for any commercial venture for private gain.

-   Retrospective applications will not be funded where the expenditure has already been made, the project has been 
carried out or the event has taken place.

-  Any monies or assistance given will not include paid Council employees time to assist with the event. It is also 
incumbent on the organiser to arrange for all preparation works, equipment deliveries, offloading and positioning. The 
organisation and training of suitable volunteers before, at the event and the clearance. That all required licences, 
permissions, H&S training and insurances as necessary are dealt with in due regard. The Parish Council are 
awarding the monies or facilities to assist the applicant, but are not qualified to check that all the relevant elements 
are in place and therefore will not be checking any of the required  actions that have or have not been put in place. 
This is the responsibility of the organisers.  

How will the application be assessed?

-   How well the grant meets some need of the Quorn community. Providing a positive benefit to some or all Parish 
inhabitants.
-  The confidence that within the details presented the monies will be used efficiently and achieve the goals 
-   Whether the organisation or group could reasonably have been expected to obtain sufficient funding from another, 
perhaps more appropriate source.

Attach any details to the Proposal Form where necessary 



Completed forms should be returned to:
Parish Clerk
The Old School
School Lane
Quorn
LE12 8BL

tel : 01509 414491
e: parishclerk@quorndon.com
www.quorndon.com

Application Notes Sheet
Eligibility & Criteria for the Award of Grants
Unit Grant Applications

Please ensure that you have collected all the requested information together and submit the paperwork more than 3 
weeks prior to one of the 4 yearly Finance & General Purposes Meetings. (Christina - is 3 weeks enough lead time 
for us to be able to bring to the F&GP Meeting?)
(Should you not know when these meetings take place please contact the Parish Clerk)

Please understand that the Grant application will be processed through the next F&GP Meeting and then voted on at 
the following Full Council Monthly Meeting. Thus taking a minimum of 5 weeks (maximum 14 weeks) depending on 
when the submittal is received.
Within the Project Plan (incorporating finances) the applicant must outline how the  grant would enhance / assist the 
people of Quorn; and if including the wider communities, how they would ensure that the villagers would not be 
disproportionately funding an activity that many parish people would attend, but were stopped by the method of 
advertising or allocation of entrance.
Within the Overall Plan please incorporate how you have arrived at your budget costings, how you intend to involve 
volunteers and groups

-   The amount of the award will be at the discretion of the Parish Council, however within the Parish Council Budget 
there is an expected £4000 allocated for the fiscal year of which it is expected to allow a maximum of £1000 in any 3 
month period. This may be reviewed should the previous allocation not be taken up.

-   Grants will be awarded to voluntary groups and societies, clubs, not-for-profit organisations, charities operating in 
the area and specifically benefiting Quorn Parish.

-   Grants will not be awarded to individuals or to regional or national charities unless the monies are to be used for a 
specific project being undertaken within the Quorn area or where there will be obvious benefit to the Parish domain.

-   The purpose for which the grant is being applied for must be in the interest of part or all of the Quorn Parish. It 
must assist some or all of the inhabitants of the Parish as defined by its boundaries. The benefit to the area or 
inhabitants must be commensurate with the expenditure. Should the overall budget requirments exceed the Quorn 
Grant then the application paperwork must outline what other funds and mechanisms will be put in place to ensure 
that the event / use of funds is not lost or wasted.

-   Groups from outside the Parish who can demonstrate direct benefit to the area are eligible to apply. However the 
council will expect to see what finances are being obtained and allocated.

The Parish Council will take into account any previous grant made to an organisation or group when considering a 
new application. However the application must be a stand alone application, business case with financial breakdown. 

-   No grant will be awarded to or for any commercial venture for private gain.

Retrospective applications will not be funded where the expenditure has already been made, the project has been 
carried out or the event has taken place.

-  Any monies or assistance given will not include paid Council employees time to assist with the event. It is also 
incumbent on the organiser to arrange for all preparation works, equipment deliveries, offloading and positioning. The 
organisation and training of suitable volunteers before, at the event and the clearance. That all required licences, 
permissions, H&S training and insurances as necessary are dealt with in due regard. The Parish Council are 
awarding the monies or facilities to assist the applicant, but are not qualified to check that all the relevant elements 
are in place and therefore will not be checking any of the required  actions that have or have not been put in place. 
This is the responsibility of the organisers.  

How will the application be assessed?

-   How well the grant meets some need of the Quorn community. Providing a positive benefit to some or all Parish 
inhabitants.
-  The confidence that within the details presented the monies will be used efficiently and achieve the goals 
proposed.
-   Whether the organisation or group could reasonably have been expected to obtain sufficient funding from another, 
perhaps more appropriate source.

Attach any details to the Proposal Form where necessary 



GRANT APPLICATION FORM FOR VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS
(please read the Application Notes Sheet carefully and ensure that you have attached all 
relevant information to this form)

Name 
(Cheque made payable to)

Charity No:

Name of contact:

Contact address:
(please include postcode)

Contact telephone no:

Contact email address:

Position in organisation:

What services, facilities and/or 
activities does your organisation 
provide?

Approximately, how many Quorn 
residents benefit from the above 
service, facility and/or activity?

Purpose for which grant aid is 
sought:
Amount of grant aid sought: 
(please state a specific amount)

If the Grant is to assist for a 
Specific Event please complete a 
Project Plan for the Event
(including the expected QPC 
funding together with expected 
overall costs / funding)

[See App Notes]

Please state briefly how a grant 
would benefit the community 
and/or residents of Quorn.

Attach more details where required


